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Background

• Practitioner and researcher
• Adelard LLP
• CSR City University London
• Adelard
• Specialised consultancy and product company
• Policy to technical
• Large infrastructure to components
• Working on dependability, security and safety
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Overview

• The nature of the systems
• Power
• Railways
• Nuclear
• Automotive
• Medical
• Financial
• The nature of the environment
• Environmental
• Threats
• Responding to the challenge
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Success of dependability engineering

• Automotive engineering
• Air and rail transportation
• Finance system
• Nuclear power
• Consumer products
Succeed through initial high quality, design, fault tolerance, failure
management and recovery
Good poeple, processes and technologies
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The nature of the systems

• Socio-technical-political
• Multi-owner
• Multi-scale
• Long-lived
• Interdependent
• Adaptive
• Complex
• Evolve
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Railway systems
Computer based and legacy systems

Tofino Security | Abterra Technologies | ScadaHacker.com

White Paper: How Stuxnet Spreads

Figure 4: The Hypothetical ICS Network Architecture
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The yellow “Manufacturing Operations Network” zone hosts the SIMATIC IT
servers, which exchange information between the control system, the ERP system, and
other important applications on the Enterprise Control Network.
The brown “Perimeter Network” zone hosts servers that manage equipment in the
control system, and servers that provide information to end users on the Enterprise
Control Network. This is a common location for servers responsible for providing software
patches and updates, including Windows security updates and anti-virus updates. Many of
the servers within this zone provide information to end users via web servers and web

Spanish railway accident
• Santiago de Compostela
• 24/7/2013
• ~60 fatalities
• Mixed old and new

systems and operation

• Outside of ERTMS
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Systemic risks of computer trading

Robin Bloomfield
City University and Adelard LLP

Computer trading and
systemic risk: a nuclear
perspective

reb@csr.city.ac.uk

Anne Wetherilt
Bank of England
http://www.bis.gov.uk/assets/foresight/
docs/computer-trading/12-1059-dr26computer-trading-and-systemic-risknuclear-perspective.pdf .
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The Future of Computer Trading in Financial
Markets - Foresight Driver Review – DR 26
!

Flash crash - May 2010, ~$1tr

• Enormously dependable
(normally)

• Unexpected and unexplained
system behaviour

• New ways of market abuse
• Sometimes just old fashioned
ways of getting things wrong
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Medical devices
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Success of dependability engineering

• Automotive engineering
• Yet recalls
• Air and rail transportation
• Yet Spanish crash
• Finance system
• Yet crashes
• Nuclear power
• Yet Fukushima
• Consumer products
• Yet recalls and data loss
Succeed through initial high quality, fault tolerance, failure
management and recovery
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The nature of the systems and their environment

• Socio-technical-political
• Multi-owner
• Multi-scale
• Long-lived
• Interdependent and interconnected
• Adaptive
• Complex
• Evolve
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National Infrastructure Plan

Infrastructure UK
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System boundaries and underestimating risks

!

Critical infrastructure interdependencies
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Interdependencies and openness

The myth of air gaps
• “Mr. MCGURK In our experience, in
conducting hundreds of
vulnerability assessments in the
private sector, in no case have we
ever found the operations network,
the SCADA system or energy
management system separated
from the Enterprise network. On
average, we see 11 direct
connections between those
networks and in some extreme
cases, we have identified up to 250
connections between the actual
producing network and the
enterprise environment. “

CYBERSECURITY: ASSESSING THE IMMEDIATE
THREAT TO THE UNITED STATES

HEARING
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY,
HOMELAND DEFENSE AND FOREIGN OPERATIONS
OF THE

COMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT
AND GOVERNMENT REFORM
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ONE HUNDRED TWELFTH CONGRESS
FIRST SESSION
MAY 25, 2011

Serial No. 112–55
Printed for the use of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
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The nature of the systems

• Socio-technical-political
• Multi-owner
• Multi-scale
• Long-lived
• Interdependent
• Adaptive
• Complex
• Evolve
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Socio-technical, adaptation

• A socio-technical

perspective:
• A range of vulnerabilities
– narrow scope,
misaligned
responsibilities,
undifferentiated users,
adaptation,
automation biases
• Develop alignment of
incentives so system
evolution is shaped
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Air Traffic Management

• Enormously reliable
• But many small
failures

• Systems of systems
• Evolution
• “accidental”

systems
• Unusual
dependencies
• Market shaping

• Small changes
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How do we know a small change is small?

• Appeal of monotonicity arguments
• Just a small change, one more makes no difference, can not
make worse
• Non-linear responses, cliff edges
• Robust yet fragile

• Examples
• Cascades and critical infrastructures
• Advisory systems
• Adding another device (Infusion pump)
• Small change to procedures (ATM)
• Stock market price changes and other complex systems
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Difficulty in predicting bubbles

/ Physics Procedia 00 (2010) 1–17

10

half of 2009. We thus successfully predicted time windows for this crash in advance with the
same methods used to successfully predict the peak in mid-2006 of the US housing bubble [26]
and the peak in July 2008 of the global oil bubble [24]. The more recent bubble in the Chinese
indexes was detected and its end or change of regime was predicted independently by two groups
with similar results, showing that the model has been well-documented and can be replicated by
industrial practitioners.
In [27], we presented a thorough post-crash analysis of this 2008-2009 Chinese bubble and,
also, the previous 2005-2007 Chinese bubble in Ref. [28]. This publication also documents
another original forecast of the 2005-2007 bubble (though there was not a publication on that,
except a public announcement at a hedge-fund conference in Stockholm in October 2007). Also,
it clearly lays out some of our many technical methods used in testing our analyses and forecasts
of bubbles: the search and fitting method of the LPPL model itself, Lomb periodograms of
residuals to further identify the log-periodic oscillation frequencies, (H, q)-derivatives [29, 30]
and, most recently, unit root tests of the residuals to confirm the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck property of
their stationarity [17]. Here, we reproduce the main figure documenting the advance prediction
which included the peak of the bubble on 4 August 2009 in its 5-95% confidence limits. The
curves are fitted by first order Laudau model:
log p(t) = A + B(t

t)m + C(t

t)m cos(! ln(t

c
c
Figure 2: Time series of observed prices in USD of “NYMEX Light Sweet Crude, Contract 1” from thec Energy Information Administration of the U.S. Government (see http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/international/Crude2.xls)
and simple LPPL fits (see text for explanation). The oil price time series was scanned in multiple windows defined by
(t1 , t2 ), where t1 ranged from 1 April 2003 to 2 January
2008 in steps of
of approximately
monthsPattern
(see text) Recognition
and t2 was
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months beyond t2 . Also shown are dates of our original analysis in June 2008 and the actual observed peak oil price on
Until now, we have focused our attention on bubbles, their peaks
3 July 2008. Reproduced from [24].

t)

)

(2)

and the crashes that often
follow. We have argued that bubbles develop due to positive feedbacks pushing the price upward
towards an instability at which the bubble ends and the price may crash.

Black swans - power laws and fat tails

Visually power laws but note critiques
From S. Massoud Amin, “Resilience and Self healing Challenges: Present/Possible Futures”, CRITIS'08,
3rd International Workshop on Critical Information Infrastructures Security October 13 15, 2008
© ADELARD 2013

Power law and fat tail mechanisms
Many potential mechanisms

• Preferential attachment
• Growth and fat tails
• Multiplicative processes
• Related to central limit theorem, slow convergence
• Random walks
• Avalanches
• Highly optimized tolerance
Normal distribution not “normal”
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Concepts - resilience viewpoint- “case”

•

Type 1: Resilience to design basis threats. This could be expressed in the usual terms of
availability, robustness, etc. It could be bounded by credible worst case scenario.

•

Type 2: Resilience to beyond design basis threats. This might be split into those known
threats that are considered incredible or ignored for some reason and other threats that are
unknowns.
•Attacks on intangibles - these are also societal assets, not just CIP
•Does addressing Type 2 help with Type 1?
© ADELARD 2013
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Overview

• The nature of the systems
• The nature of the environment
• Environmental
• Threats
• Responding to the challenge
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UK National Risk Register
Figure 1: An illustration of the high consequence risks facing the United Kingdom
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Inland
Flooding
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Attacks*

Attacks on
Crowded
Places

Attacks on
Transport

Severe
Weather
Animal
Disease

Electronic
Attacks

Relative Likelihood
* The use of some chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) materials has the potential to have very serious and
widespread consequences. An example would be the use of a nuclear device. There is no historical precedent for this type of
terrorist attack which is excluded from the non-conventional grouping on the diagram.
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1.12 The National Risk Register illustrates the kinds
of contingency which primarily drive planning by
government and the emergency services and for
which organisations, individuals, families and

1.13 The UK has been described as one of the
pioneers in coordinated risk management for
emergencies, because of the systematic way in
which we assess the risks and use these assessments

National Risk Register

• National Risk Register illustrates the kinds of contingency which
primarily drive planning
• by government and the emergency services and for which
organisations, individuals, families and communities
• the selection excludes some risks that are classified for
reasons of national security

• Risks are relative – they aim to compare the likelihood and
impact of events with each other;
• only look at risks of emergencies in the UK

• Risks to the country as a whole, and so do not take into account
local conditions which may be different to the national picture;

• Focus is major emergencies under the Civil Contingencies Act.
© ADELARD 2013
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Security

• Security
• Confidentiality
• Integrity
• Availability
• Safety
• Integrity
• Availability
• Maintainability
• Performance
• If it’s not secure it is not dependable
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Polish teen derails tram after hacking train network (Jan 2008)

• “A Polish teenager allegedly turned the tram system in the city of

Lodz into his own personal train set, triggering chaos and derailing
four vehicles […]

• The 14-year-old modified a TV remote control so that it could be
used to change track points […]

• Twelve people were injured in one of the incidents:
• “It was lucky nobody was killed. Four trams were derailed, and

others had to make emergency stops that left passengers hurt.
He clearly did not think about the consequences of his actions”

• The youth, described by his teachers as an electronics buff and

exemplary student, faces charges of endangering public safety”

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/01/11/tram_hack/!
© ADELARD 2013
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World of Mandiant, Snowden

http://leaksource.wordpress.com/2013/12/30/nsas-ant-division-catalogof-exploits-for-nearly-every-major-software-hardware-firmware/
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http://intelreport.mandiant.com/

And …
Tofino Security | Abterra Technologies | ScadaHacker.com

White Paper: How Stuxnet Spreads

Figure 4: The Hypothetical ICS Network Architecture
The yellow “Manufacturing Operations Network” zone hosts the SIMATIC IT
servers, which exchange information between the control system, the ERP system, and
other important applications on the Enterprise Control Network.
The brown “Perimeter Network” zone hosts servers that manage equipment in the
control system, and servers that provide information to end users on the Enterprise
Control Network. This is a common location for servers responsible for providing software
patches and updates, including Windows security updates and anti-virus updates. Many of
the servers within this zone provide information to end users via web servers and web
services. People sometimes refer to this zone as a “demilitarized zone” or DMZ.
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The green security zone hosts two networks: the green “Process Control Network” and
the blue “Control System Network.” The Process Control Network hosts the 24x7 plant
operators on their Human Machine Interface (HMI) workstations, and is also connected to
the WinCC/PCS 7 control system servers. The Control System Network is connected to a
number of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and is also connected to the
WinCC/PCS 7 control system servers.

Signaling and entertainment
http://scadastrangelove.blogspot.it/search/label/Releases
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2013 Chaos Club https://youtube.googleapis.com/v/2-kFllWpCGg
%26source=uds

Systems are Converging

• Infotainment systems are

next to powertrain and flight
control systems today

• The CarShark hackers were

also able to break into the
car’s critical systems through
• Bluetooth
• Mobile phone
• Even a manipulated music file
on a CD-ROM

• See also http://

www.theregister.co.uk/
2013/06/25/
miller_car_hacking/
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Gsm security – a timeline
1987 – A5/1 cipher developed, details kept secret
1994 – General design of A5/1 leaked, first attacks published
1999 – A5/1 completely reverse engineered
2000 – 130 million customers rely on A5/1 for confidentiality
2003 – Serious weaknesses identified in A5/1
2004 – J. Quirke, “Security in the GSM System”, AusMobile
2005 – GSM accounts for 75% of the worldwide cellular market
2006 – “Instant Ciphertext-only Cryptanalysis of GSM Encryption”
2009 – A5/1 Cracking project launched (July), succeeded (Dec)
2009 – “Practical complexities underestimated”, GSM Association
2010 – “Breaking GSM Security with a $15 phone”, CCC 2010
2012 – “GSM-R is a robust and secure system”, Network Rail
© ADELARD 2013
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Mechanisms degrade - life time of cryptographic hashes

“The code monkey’s guide to cryptographic hashes for content-based addressing”
http://valerieaurora.org/monkey.html!
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http://www.shodanhq.com/
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Messages

• Security degrades with time
• Attack tools improve
• Attack focus changes with time
• Wide variation in attack sophistication
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Embrace openness - design for open assurance

• What should be exposed
• Principles of openness

– Democratisation of assurance
– Open Government
• Balance of risks approach
– Technocratic

• Inevitable
• Forced openness
• Threat assumptions
• How to act on results
• Wisdom of clouds vs tyranny of the many
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Overview

• The nature of the systems
• The nature of the environment
• Environmental
• Threats
• Responding to the challenge
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Challenge

• Nature of the systems and environment
• Socio-technical and sometimes political
• Connectivity and interdependencies
• Complex adaptive
• Evolve
• Natural environment
• Threats -- malicious and misguided
• Epistemic uncertainty
• Our knowledge of the world
• Solution has to be:
• Adaptive, environment aware. multi-stakeholder, work at
different timebands, build on existing approaches
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Responding to the challenge -Open Systems Dependability
The DEOS Process process to achieve Open Systems Dependability
! Iterative process
•

Change Accommodation Cycle to accommodate requirement changes in service
objectives and environments

•

Failure Response Cycle to respond quickly and properly to failures

! A process of processes that are organically connected

Change Accommodation Cycle
Consensus Building

Failure Response

Requirement
s Elicitation/
Risk Analysis

Development

Stakeholders’

Design

Implemen-

tation

Agreement

Assurance
Case
Cause
Analysis
Responsiv
e Action
Failure
Prevention

Objective/
Environment
Change

Verification

Agreement Description
Database

Failure Response
Anomaly Cycle
Detection/
Failure

Test

Ordinary

Accountability
Achievement

Operation

Mario Tokoro, Open Systems Dependability, ISBN 978-1-4665-7751-0, CRC press 2013

Strategy

• From my involvement with defining UK and European safety and
critical infrastructure policy, I would envisage a strategy that
considers in an integrated fashion: research, technology
development, awareness and training, and standardisation.
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Responding to the challenge: strategy
Research

Enables

Technology
Shapes

Informs

Education and
training
Enables
design

Drives

Standards

Inspires

Stimulate markets
Feasibility concepts

Ideas and
concepts
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Engineered
systems

Contribution

• Assurance Cases
• Claims, Arguments, Evidence
• Tool, Languages, Examples, Research, Experience
• Real systems
• Security informed dependability
• Impact on DEOS process
• Security informed Assurance Cases
• Evidence generation
• Techniques for analysis of embedded systems
• Risk assessments
• Education and awareness
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Conclusions

• The challenge and importance of open systems dependability
• The nature of the systems
• Large scale long-lived, large-scale
• Interconnected and interdependent
• Complex adaptive
• Adaptation to threats and changes
• Socio-technical, users
• Natural environment
• Malicious or misguided threats
• DEOS contribution
• Concepts, Research. Technology, Standards, Education and
awareness
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